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Introduction
Vision
The aim of this strategic action plan is to provide the sport of bowls with a coordinated plan that provides a single, cohesive way forward for key
organisations to work together in order to achieve the vision:
“Promote inclusion, increase participation and develop performance”
Aim: Develop bowls to become an inclusive sport for all
Objectives:
 Ensure the sport of bowls is inclusive for everyone
 Provide more opportunities for disabled people to play bowls
 Develop a pathway to high performance
Progress to date:
Since the launch of the original National Disability Strategic Action Plan in 2014, over 3,500 disabled people (aged 16+) have been recruited into the sport
via BDA funded events as well as a wide range of Disability Bowls England competitions and taster days being held across the country. In addition to this,
the following has also been achieved:






Release of an Adaptive Equipment and Funding advisory guide.
Creation and launch of an annual National Disability Survey.
Creation and launch of the annual Love Fisher Brown Award which has been won by Plymouth Life Centre IBC (2015) and Scarborough IBC (2016).
Development of a closer working relationship between Bowls England, EIBA, BDA, the National Disability Sport Organisations, Disability Bowls
England, the umbrella organisation which represents a range of disability bowling associations.
Development and roll out of the Disability Kitemark
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Priority Actions
Data Collection

NGB’s to review data collection fields and produce one document with data fields all agreed
2017
Poor data
available
regarding
disabled
participation

NGB’s to liaise with key partners to establish which additional information is required to be collected

NGB’s to communicate to all clubs the need for accurate data collection and the subsequent benefits for all

2019
Reliable data
regarding
disabled
participants via
new data
collection
methods

Responsible Organisations: Bowls England & EIBA to collect data. BDA to provide insight

Review current membership of DSG and identify new partners
2017
Review of
current
membership

NGB CEO’s and/or NGB Board members to attend a minimum of one meeting per year

List of potential invited guests be drawn up based on relevant subject content
Responsible Organisations: DSG
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2019
Strong working
group with new
members co‐
opted on if
required

Marketing and Inclusive Communication
Provide up to date definitions of language, terminology and terms to all clubs in order to provide greater clarity
2017
Lack of
understanding
and knowledge
by clubs and
individuals

Update and distribute advisory guides relating to impairment groups, adaptive equipment and funding

Ensure up to date classification information is available (update as and when changes are introduced)

2021
Greater
understanding
and increased
knowledge and
awareness for
club and
individuals

Responsible Organisations: Disability Bowls England with advice and support from EFDS
Who is communicating information to the clubs, how and how often
2017
Uncoordinated
approach to
Marketing and
Promotion

Each NGB agrees to develop one plan to ensure wider promotion of competitive and social opportunities (March 18)

2018
Joined up
Marketing and
Promotion
Plan,

Ensure all information is available to be distributed in a variety of accessible formats if requested
Responsible Organisations: Bowls England & EIBA
Partners to support DBE in the development of a new website – a one stop shop for disability
2017
Lack of
disability
presence on
key websites

NGB’s to improve their disability sections for each of their sites, promoting social and competitive opportunities

“Coach Bowls” courses to be added to the DBE website
Responsible Organisations:, Disability Bowls England, Bowls England and EIBA
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2018
One website
with all
information

Marketing and Inclusive Communication (cont.)

All existing participation information is complimented by specific impairment group information and extensively promoted
2017
Low profile of
disability bowls

All partners to extensively promote the Love Fisher Brown Award and the work of the Disability Strategic Action Group

Identify key clubs promoting disability bowls and engage in the Kitemark process
Responsible Organisations: BDA, Disability Bowls England, Bowls England, EIBA and EFDS
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2021
Disability bowls
promoted
extensively via
all available
networks

Strategic Action Participation (Clubs)
Develop an ongoing communication with suppliers of equipment and promote a list of available equipment that can be used
2017
Playing formats
and equipment
within clubs
not always
suitable

Provide information on popular Just Bowl formats to the club structure for their consideration/roll out

2018
20 clubs
offering new
participation
formats

Pilot new alternative formats with clubs through the BDA Club Development Programme
Responsible Organisations: BDA
Understand the current demographic of clubs through the collection of annual data
2017
Low number of
participation
opportunities
within clubs

Targeted approach to control the engagement and roll out of new activities within identified key clubs through Club Dev prog

Benefits of hosting disabled participation activity consistently communicated to the club structure
Responsible Organisations: BDA, Bowls England, EIBA and Disability Bowls England
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2021
40% of
affiliated clubs
providing
disability
bowling activity

Strategic Actions – Taking Part (Community engagement)

Ensure local exit routes are available and signposted to participants at every event DBE attended
2017
Extensive
number of DBE
taster events
but few exit
routes

Engage local clubs to deliver the “Working with Disabled People in Bowls” module

Identify a team of coaches and volunteers to support (and trained if required) for each event
Responsible Organisations: Disability Bowls England
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2019
20 DBE taster
events per year
with individual
exit routes and
coach
development

Strategic Actions – Coaching and Workforce

2017
Coach and
volunteer
workforce not
equipped with
appropriate
skill set

Cross sport promotion and roll out of the “Working with Disabled People in Bowls” module, available through Coach Bowls

Each DBE region area to appoint a Disability Co‐ordinator who can be linked to all relevant national and local organisations

Promotion of great examples of coaches currently working with disabled participants

2021
Increased
confidence for
coaches and
volunteers
when working
with disabled
participants

Responsible Organisations: BDA, Disability Bowls England, Bowls England and EIBA
Identify a workforce of “Leaders” from new partners i.e. Carers, Leisure Centre attendants, Just Bowl Activators etc.
2017
Limited
coaching and
volunteer
workforce

Develop an incentives package for potential “Leaders” and encourage “Leaders” to attend activator and Level 1 courses

2019
Workforce of
qualified
coaches and
trained
volunteers

Be aware of any new volunteer development programmes and tap into where appropriate
Responsible Organisations: DBE
2017
Coaches have
little
knowledge of
competitive
opportunities
for disabled
bowlers

Map the skill set of current CB members to identify potential ambassadors for disability participation opportunities

Ambassadors to promote competitive opportunities to other coaches, county associations and players

Actively recruit for 10 tutors with experience working with disabled bowlers with a minimum target of 2 per DBE region
Responsible Organisations: BDA and Disability Bowls England
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2019
Coaches fully
aware of
competitive
opportunities
and promoting
widely

Strategic Actions – Competitive Pathways
Raise the profile of elite competitors and raise awareness of competitive participation opportunities
2017
Lack of
awareness of
competitive or
performance
opportunities

Source funding for elite performers, ensuring all performers treated equally by NGB’s regardless of disability

2019
Increase the
2015 talent
pool by 100%

Map all current competitive opportunities and circulate to all clubs and current players
Responsible Organisations: Disability Bowls England

Develop and promote case studies of existing elite level performers
2017
Poor
knowledge of
classification
structure

Awareness on classifications and any changes to be distributed through the Disability Bowls network

Closer working relationship developed between Disability Bowls England, Bowls England and EIBA to meet actions

2021
Full
understanding
of the
participants of
the sport and
their abilities

Responsible Organisations: Disability Bowls England, Bowls England, EIBA and NDSO’s

Clear competition and performance pathways mapped and communicated to all clubs through the NGB network
2017
No clear
pathway to
elite
performance

Current elite performers consulted on the improvements required to current pathways

Regular news articles relating to competitions and pathways present on all relevant websites
Responsible Organisations: Disability Bowls England ,BE and EIBA
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2019
Established
pathways for
all abilities

Strategic Actions ‐ Funding, Support and Guidance

Direct clubs to Sport England, County Sport Partnerships and Local Government for funding information and support
2017
Funding
information not
being passed
down to clubs
and individuals

Useful websites for funding opportunities to be linked to all partner websites

2018
Single point of
contact for
funding
opportunities
developed

New funding information communicated by and to all DSG partners as and when appropriate
Responsible Organisations: BDA, Disability Bowls England, Bowls England and EIBA
Identify what equipment resources are required and where
2017
Limited
resources
available

2017
More resources
available and
accessible to
clubs

Map and make available all support resources to clubs

Develop a “Wanted” and “For Sale” section on the DBE website
Responsible Organisations: Disability Bowls England, Bowls England and EIBA
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New Strategic Actions

All partners to promote and distribute DBE marketing materials, including newsletter
2017
Greater
awareness of
membership of
DBE

DBE to have a presence at the annual BE National Championships in Leamington with support from partners.

All DSG partners to promote DBE membership scheme
Responsible Organisations: All DSG members
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2019
Disabled
bowlers within
affiliated clubs
aware of DBE

